ATTENDANCE AT MARKETING EVENTS - TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.

For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the following terms shall have the meaning set

1.1

"Delegate" means the individual who has registered for the Event.

1.2

"Event" means the marketing event that the Delegate has registered for.

1.3

‘’Registration Form’’ means any form submitted to the Delegate by ScanSource whether online

out below :

(website, portal, platform…), by hardcopy submission or by any mean whatsoever, and according
to which the Delegate registers to attend an Event.

1.4

"ScanSource" means ScanSource Europe SPRL or its Affiliated Companies. For the purposes of
these Terms and Conditions:
“Affiliated Companies” means, with respect to ScanSource SPRL, any company from time to
time directly or indirectly (i) Controlling, (ii) Controlled by or (iii) under common Control with,
ScanSource SPR;
“Control” means possessing, directly or indirectly, the power to direct or cause the direction of
the management and policies of another person (whether through the ownership of voting
shares, by contract or otherwise) and "Controls" and "Controlled" shall be interpreted
accordingly.

2.

By registering for the Event the Delegate is bound by these Terms and Conditions and by any
terms or provisions inserted herein by reference, which include (without limitation): ScanSource
Europe

Privacy

ScanSource

Policy

(available

Event

at

https://www.scansource.eu/en/pages/privacy-policy),

Attendees

Privacy

Notice

(available

at

https://www.scansource.eu/pages/privacy-policy-overview
as well as any other applicable privacy notice as the case may be (the ‘’Additional Terms’’). It is
the Delegate's responsibility to read and understand these Terms and Conditions as well as any
Additional Terms.

3.

These Terms and Conditions, together with the Registration Form, and the Additional terms,
constitute the entire agreement between the parties (the ‘’Agreement’’). In entering into this
Agreement, the parties have not relied on, and shall have no remedy in respect of, any
statement, representation, warranty, understanding, promise or assurance (whether negligently
or innocently made) of any person other than as expressly set out in these Terms and Conditions.
Each party shall be deemed to have full knowledge of these Terms and Conditions and shall be
bound by them in all respects.

4.

ScanSource reserves the right to change the time, date and/or venue of the Event or to cancel
an Event without incurring any liability to the Delegate. ScanSource will endeavour to provide
reasonable notice of any such change or cancellation. ScanSource regrets that in the event of
any change to, or cancellation of an Event, it is unable to reimburse travel, accommodation or
any other expenses a Delegate has incurred in relation to such changed or cancelled Event.

5.

Unless stated otherwise the Delegate is responsible for arranging and paying for all of its travel
and accommodation costs relating to the Event. Delegates will be notified if ScanSource is able
to obtain discounted rates for accommodation and/or travel in respect of an Event, however it
shall not be responsible for paying any third parties on behalf of a Delegate.

6.

Delegates attend the Event and participate in any related activities offered by ScanSource

at the Event, entirely at their own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Delegate
agrees not to hold ScanSource liable for any damage or loss suffered or incurred by it (including
any consequential loss or indirect losses or loss of profit) during the course of the Event or in
connection with any alteration or cancellation of the Event. This does not exclude or limit
ScanSource's liability for death or personal injury caused by its negligence or fraud.

7.

Delegates are responsible for taking out their own insurance cover in connection with their
attendance at the Event. The Delegate is also responsible for ensuring that it holds the correct
documents in order to attend the Event including without limit passport and/or visa where
relevant.

8.

ScanSource shall not be liable to the Delegate in any way for loss or damage to property, however
caused, whilst attending the Event.

9.

The views expressed by any speaker at the Event are representative of the speaker's own
opinions and cannot in any way be attributed to ScanSource.

10.

These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
England and Wales and each party irrevocably agrees to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the English and Welsh courts.

11.

The parties agree that they will comply with all relevant regulatory provisions in connection to
these Terms and Conditions, including anti-bribery legislation including the UK Bribery Act 2010,
the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, the Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data
Protection Regulation 2016/679.

12.

Data Protection: The Delegate recognizes the fact that:

-

The Privacy Notices referred to and identified in 2. above are considered as Additional Terms to
these Terms and Conditions and are included herein by reference.

-

He/She has a full understanding of the provisions contained within said Additional Terms including
the Privacy Notices and that he/she has read such before opting in and registering for the Event
and that he/she therefore agreed to enter into this Agreement without reservation;

-

When the Delegate knowingly gives his/her consent to provide his/her personal data (Personal
Data), in regard to an Event where a third party (‘’Third Party’’) is identified to be provided with
Delegate’s Personal Data as a data controller, ScanSource will not be held liable towards the
Delegate for any wrongful processing of the Delegate’s Personal Data by such Third Party

